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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10311.16

Host SM-Trish says:
The crew are beginning the setup process for their HQ inside the cavern.

Host SM-Trish says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: takes the time to organize the security team...assigning each one to a different bridge officer before assembling a group to start exploring the cave::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Walking about the base perimeter, anxious to begin but not wanting to move too deep in until the shuttle returns with the power and Lab setups.::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Standing by the mouth of the cave taking atmospheric readings. Awaiting Kyleigh's return with Commander Worthington in a shuttle.::

TO_Maylin says:
::Checks the tactical gear that has been brought down.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
TO: Maylin, you’re with me and Rowlings.  Shouldn't be too much to worry about down here but let’s just watch our backsides all the same.

MO-Star says:
::setting up the medical supplies in a nook inside the cave, making sure everything can be reached by anyone::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Checks his cache of Tricorders making sure that they are all in proper working order and he begins to set up an area for the sensitive equipment.::

TO_Maylin says:
TO: Yes sir :: grabs a Phaser and Tricorder::

MO-Star says:
::glances around and notices everyone busy doing the same thing she is::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Hop leaps up to the area above the cave entrance, laughing at the attempts of security to make the climb.::

OPS_Nash says:
::walking around near the group::

MO-Star says:
CO:  Captain, please be careful... I don't want you to be my first patient.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: looks up at the Captain and grins. CO: Sir, my teams ready to start checking out the interior of the cave.....  ::shakes his head and grins :: CO : Sir, please don't tease Kabrowski, its his first away team.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: I am always careful.  Even if I slip it's under 3 meters.

MO-Star says:
::snickers at the CTO's statement::

MO-Star says:
OPS:  I am almost finished here, do you need some help?

TO_Maylin says:
::Going to have to have Kabrowski do some more simulations, grins just a bit evilly::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CTO: I need to keep up my cardio exercise, to keep Doctor Star from needing to do cardio replacement surgery, and since there are no Jeffries tubes, the rocks will do.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks around to the Captain seeing him having fun and hearing the CTO's words.:: Self: Caits will be Caits.

MO-Star says:
::finishes putting the Hypospray vials in the correct place, handy and readable for all to see::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Pulls a PADD, waiting on Kabrowski to arrive, reviewing the investigation team breakdown.::

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  Thanks.  Can you move the equipment over here please?

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: shrugs and gathers his gear ...gesturing to Maylin and the other security team member :: TO/Rowlings : Lets go see what’s inside.  Stick together people.

MO-Star says:
OPS:  Sure, the doctor said you were not to lift anything heavy.  ::walks over to the crates and tries to lift one::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Finishes setting up his equipment and heads over to where OPS is just starting on hers.:: OPS: You look a little flustered. Let me give you a hand with that.

MO-Star says:
::begins to blush:: OPS: Ma'am?  I can't lift this one... what did you do, put rocks in it? ::tries to push it but it doesn't move::

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  That's appreciative.  ::turns to face her husband::  CSO:  Thanks, for some reason, I am not doing as good as I was when we first got here.

TO_Maylin says:
::After hesitating a moment grabs a Phaser rifle as well, no such things as being to prepared::  CTO: We're ready to go...

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Shields eyes, looking about the landscape.  Rather nice, if flat.::

OPS_Nash says:
CSO:  Can you move that for Doctor Star?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sees the MO struggling with the equipment.:: MO: Perhaps I can be of assistance. :: Moves over and picks up the equipment moving it to the desired place.::

MO-Star says:
::her jaw drops at the ease in which the CSO picked up the crate::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: heads out into the cave interior...holding a photon lamp in one hand and a Tricorder in the other...mapping out the interior of the cave.::

MO-Star says:
CSO:  I think we need you to help with the rest of these, if you don't mind?

CSO_Nash says:
MO: It would certainly be my pleasure, doctor.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
Kabrowski: Turn yourself around.  No sense climbing all the way up, I just wanted to take a look around.  ::Slips down and drops into the door opening.::

MO-Star says:
CSO:  Thank you so much... your wife and I do appreciate it!  I think she packed her own rocks! ::laughing::

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  Well, I couldn't leave home without the basics, can I?  ::smiles::

MO-Star says:
OPS: No Ma'am.  What do you have in those anyway?  ::now she is curious::

CSO_Nash says:
MO: She does that to keep me in shape. :: Grins and winks conspiratorially.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: turns to Maylin and smiles :: TO: Do me a favor...take out the phosphoresant chalk out and mark our passage every few steps....that way we don't lose our place if we lose our Tricorders....

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  Nothing much, just the portable console I had my staff construct.

OPS_Nash says:
::grins wider::

MO-Star says:
::gulps:: OPS: Portable console?  Are you planning on living here?

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Now where is your sense of adventure ::Takes out the chalk as ordered to mark their steps.::

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  It can be dismantled in less than five minutes.  I made sure of that.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: In the age of Transporter technology, there is no such thing as being overly prepared.  Easier to do the investigations down here than moving back and forth to and from the ship.

MO-Star says:
OPS:  I wish you would have thought of that instead of it being fully together!

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: chuckles and turns forward to delve deeper into the cave. :: TO: My sense of adventure is just fine.  I just like havin' my backside covered whenever possible.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Stays busy moving the equipment for OPS and the MO.::

MO-Star says:
CO:  Yes Sir... forgive me, this is my first away mission.

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  Well, if you must know, this is the first actual test in action.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: Forgive?  No need to forgive.  We are out here to learn.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::in her own little space in the cave putting her equipment in order::

CTO_Hazzard says:
::taps his commbadge:: *CSO*: Commander Nash? Can you see read my security team's signals?

MO-Star says:
CO: When will the others be back?

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::drops the Tricorder::  Self: Augusfratt!!!! It did not break I hope.  ::does a diagnostic on it::

MO-Star says:
::opening another crate as she hands the contents to OPS::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves over to his equipment to see if he can read the signals.:: *CTO*: Readings are coming through loud and clear, Ensign.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: I'd guess about an hour.  By the time they make it to the ship, set the needed equipment up, and then fly the shuttle back, I doubt it could be much quicker.

OPS_Nash says:
::continues to set up her area::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: grins as he leads his team deeper into the cave :: *CSO* : Thanks, Sir...Figure I would give ya something more useful to do then playin' pack mule to the Ops Department.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Everything's good so far it seems....should be an uneventful mission...

CTO_Hazzard says:
TO: No such thing as an uneventful mission...every time someone says that something decides to make our lives interesting.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::unpacks another case and arranges it on the floor of the cave::

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: I know...why do you think I said it? ::grins::

CSO_Nash says:
*CTO*: I'll let the lack of protocol pass this time. But I am doing something to assist others and am fully capable of doing my own tasks as well. Mark, let's not make this personal.

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  All of a sudden, bat like creatures are disturbed by the CTO and TO and take flight out of the cave, bombarding the other members in the cave.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::begins to assemble the equipment component by component::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: How many teams do we have to begin cataloging the life forms on the...what?  Duck!

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::flattens self on floor::  All: Hey what the blazes is going on???????

MO-Star says:
::looks around in panic and hits the deck::

TO_Maylin says:
::Laughs she's startled just barely, but not scared::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: stiffens a little and nods. shining his light on the source of the noise:: *CSO* Heads up, sir!  Indigenous life forms heading your way...looks like bats.

OPS_Nash says:
::ducks near her nearly completed equipment::

TO_Maylin says:
::makes she her Tricorder gets a good reading of the animals::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
Self: Just what I need bats!

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  Hundreds are winging their way out of the cave, keeping the teams on the cave floor.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Ducks as the CO instructs.:: CO: I split my crew into 4 teams of two. What the... I didn't read these.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Draws Phaser, setting 1, and stuns one of the creatures.::  All: At least the biologists should get a good look at this creature once they pass.

CTO_Hazzard says:
::  hits the ground and keeps his hand on his Phaser in case the creatures turn hostile ::

Host MO-Star says:
ACTION: With one of their fellow creatures hit, they begin to dive bomb the Captain.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
Self: Oh joy there goes a perfectly clean uniform.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::senses the CO's emotions::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves over to cover the Captain.:: CO: Not a wise move, sir.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Must have been deeper in the cave.  I am not...grrr, hold on.  ::resets Phaser to wide angle and drives them back.::  Lots of samples.

Kabrowski says:
::Steps in front of the captain and attempts to protect him from the creatures...stunning creatures left and right.::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: You need a deflector cover?

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  One of the creatures locks onto the Captain's right ear, tearing 3 gashes into it before it lets go.

TO_Maylin says:
Self: I wonder how many more of theses things can there be....

Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Not at the present.  Figured it was a good time to get rechecked on Phaser...::Grabs at the creature.::  CSO: These may be semi sentient, they seem to work in packs.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins to scoop up some of the stunned creatures in specimen jars.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CSO* Everyone all right back there...those little suckers took off like a ...well...like a bat out of Hades!

MO-Star says:
::seeing the blood begin to gush from the Captain's ear, she crawls over to the medical area and grabs a dermal regenerator and a Hypospray full of antibiotics::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Get the Tricorder recording their auditory emissions, then set the UT to try and figure out how they say "run away".

CSO_Nash says:
*CTO*: All was fine here until the Captain decided to get us some samples. Then they turned all Hades loose on us.

MO-Star says:
::looking up, the creatures appear to have exited the cave::  CO:  Sir, let me see to those gashes on your ear.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: Certainly, but it's nothing, really.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Noted. We'll test that when the specimens come back around.::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Understood sir.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: starts getting nervous :: *CSO* Is he all right? Do I need to come back?

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::pulls out the specific Tricorder for auditory emissions and ties it into the UT and begins her scans::

MO-Star says:
CO: Sir, let me be the judge of that... no telling what diseases these creatures may carry.  ::reaching up on tip toes, she injects the CO with the Hypospray::  Sir, can you bend down so I can heal the gashes please?

CSO_Nash says:
*CTO*: He's fine for now. He did get a nibble on his ear from one of them. CO: CTO wants to know if he should head back to us ,sir.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CTO*: No need, continue the scouting.  ::Squats lower.::

MO-Star says:
CO:  Thank you Sir... would you prefer to sit, it might be more comfortable for both of us? ::waiting for his answer::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: No need for him to return yet.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: leans against a nearby wall and sighs in relief.. TO: Eventful enough for ya yet, Maylin?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Runs a scan on the sample creature to see if they carry any infectious diseases.::

TO_Maylin says:
::shrugs:: CTO: It's a start ::grins:: Too much for you...Sir ?

OPS_Nash says:
::goes back to put the finishing touches on her equipment, and cleaning the dust and debris off as well::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: I'm fine, unless it will be easier for you?  CSO:  It's been too long since this has happened.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: grimaces as he is called Sir, resuming his slow advance within the cave. :: TO: You can call me Mark when its just us, Maylin.  I aint to much on formalities.  I put my pants on the same was as you do I wager.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Gets readings on the bat.:: CO/MO: Unusual blood chemistry in these beasties. But nothing that can be cross referenced in SF Medical or Scientific databases.

MO-Star says:
CO:  Please sit then... I also want a sample of your blood for comparison to what we have now.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Sits cross legged on the floor.

CSO_Nash says:
:: On a hunch he sets his Tricorder to set up a repelling sound wave.::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::her thoughts drifting back to her sister on the Huron::

MO-Star says:
::stands over the CO and takes the blood sample from his artery, then shaves the hair on his ear to begin using the dermal regenerator::

MO-Star says:
CO:  Sir, I am sorry but I have to remove your hair...

TO_Maylin says:
::narrows her eyes watching the CTO for a moment then shakes her head.:: CTO: Whatever you want, Mark. 

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  As the CSO sets a sound the rustle of wings can once again be heard.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: hears the rustle and looks up...keeping his Phaser ready..:: TO: keep your eyes peeled folks....I think the natives are restless again.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Turns it off quickly as he hears the wings of the bats.::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Sir I have managed to come up with something and the UT has given it to me.  You want me to resend the signal??

Host MO-Star says:
::runs the scanner over the CO's ear, she watches as it begins to heal::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Go ahead, lets see if the textbooks work as they're supposed to.  ::Pauses.::  Just set it up outside the door.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Understood sir.  ::takes the Tricorder and the amplifiers and sets them up just out side the cave entrance and turns it on::

CSO_Nash says:
Self: Maybe that wasn't the right way to go about this.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
Self: This had better work.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: The equipment is on and functioning.

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  As the UT begins, the creatures fly out of the cave.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::winces a little:: Self: Blasted Vulcan ears!!!!

CTO_Hazzard says:
TO: DUCK!! :: hits the ground again to avoid a face full of alien bat. ::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
::backs up fast as they approach the opening of the cave::

TO_Maylin says:
::hits the deck:: CTO: This seems familiar.....

CTO_Hazzard says:
::chuckles :: TO: I am sensing a pattern.

MO-Star says:
::hits the ground placing her body over the CO's::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: Relax Doctor.

MO-Star says:
CO: Sir, yes Sir... ::begins to blush::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Props himself up on his elbows looking over the insensate creature in the specimen jar.::

TO_Maylin says:
::Wishes these bats would make up there minds and stay someplace::

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
Self: Must remember to bring my ear plugs next time.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CSO* Sir, something’s got these critters good and agitated...is there something going on at the base camp?

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  The rest of the creatures leave the cave, leaving nothing but silence.

MO-Star says:
CO: Sir, I am almost finished, just a few minutes more.

CSO_Nash says:
*CTO*: The EO has just up a UT broadcasting in a simple manner and positioned it outside the cave. They have swarmed to it.

OPS_Nash says:
::suddenly that feeling comes over her again, she still swears that this planet has its own self awareness ability::

Host Trish says:
ACTION:  As the CTO and TO start to get to their feet, they slip and fall headlong into a BIG pile of dung.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
Self: Oh no not again!!!!  ::lands on her face ducking the Bats::

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir, just a hunch, but our comm transmissions may have caused them to swarm us in the first place.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: groans...ever so glad he kept his mouth shut as he climbs out of the pile...::TO: Dang it....everyone okay?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Perhaps, but I'd guess it's seeing large, strange creatures bringing day to night.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Fine....::looks at Rowlings who appears to have gotten the worst of it::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: In other words, they got scared of the team down in the cave.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Another possibility, but if they are like Earth bats then sound carries more probability than light.

Host MO-Star says:
CO:  Ok sir, the job is done.  But I would suggest maybe a cap for a while? You look, sorta... ::pauses:: lopsided!

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: looks over Rowlings and sighs...tapping his commbadge:: *CO* Sir...we've got an injury on the security team...looks like Rowlings broke his arm.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: A high probability on the advanced scout team.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: It's quite possible.  MO: Ears were never the same color anyway.

Host MO-Star says:
CO:  Sir, I needed elsewhere, permission to go mend the broken arm?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
MO: Granted, take a few Security with you, though.

OPS_Nash says:
::looks over at the CTO and does her best to muffle a laugh at his appearance::

TO_Maylin says:
::examines Rowling arms visually and with the Tricorder, though it has limited findings:: CTO: Didn't break the skin luckily...I also think it a clean break, but we'll definitely need the MO to confirm...

Host MO-Star says:
::running over to her medical setup, she grabs the needed Hypospray and tools:: Security: You are with me...::waits for them to take up the lead::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CTO*: Doctor Star is on the way, stay where you are for now until they arrive.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Sir I need to stay out here incase they bats decide to swarm back here.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: grimaces as he helps Rowlings sit down...letting Maylin examine him. :: *CO* Acknowledged, Sir. *MO* :Doctor I hope you haven't eaten yet.

TO_Maylin says:
::Poor Rowlings, he's never going to live this down::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Do what you need to do, but see if you can find a way to make a portable repellent for them.

MO-Star says:
CTO:  No, but I have seen a lot in my time... we see your light down the tunnel.  Be there in 1 minute or less.

EO_Ens_T`Lisha_Bishara says:
CO: Understood sir.

CTO_Hazzard says:
TO: Its not Rowlings I am worried about...just wait till our good Chief Science Officer finds out what we slipped in...I'll be hearing about it for months.

MO-Star says:
::running behind security she sees the tactical officers::  CTO:  Ok, I will take over from here... ::bending down she begins tending to Rowlings::

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Well, that's why they invented airlocks....

Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Any damage to the equipment in our first contact?

CTO_Hazzard says:
: chuckles at the TO's comments, stepping back to allow the MO to work..:: TO: Nah....his wife would kill me.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Notices the CTO standing on a perch and see his multi-colored uniform leading up to his face. Snickers.:: Self: Now that's some good camouflage.

MO-Star says:
Security:  You two, take the portable gurney here and take him back to the entrance. ::injects Rowlings to take away the pain::

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Well then I would be the chief... :::grins::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: turns to the CSO and sighs...:: CSO: Yep...I really stepped in it this time.

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  I just see minor scratches on most them.  They will still work.

MO-Star says:
CTO/TO:  Perhaps you two would like to change clothes?  I don't think the team will allow you to stay anywhere near them, with that wonderful scent you are wearing now!

Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Excellent.  I figured this planet would have some life forms, but I also figured the life forms would be a bit more predictable.

CSO_Nash says:
CTO: Mark, I'm not going there. But thanks for the sample. :: Uses the side of his PADD to scrape some of the guano off of his shirt.::

TO_Maylin says:
MO: I'd be insulted but I happen to agree....::removed commbadge and takes off the uniform over shirt leaving only the standard issue grey tank behind:: 

CTO_Hazzard says:
MO: Can ya have them send down a pair of uniforms then?

Host MO-Star says:
CTO:  I believe you should have extras in your personal items you were told to bring, don't you?

CTO_Hazzard says:
CSO: Always here to help....Sir.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins scanning detecting a water source.:: All: I have just found a water source about 200 feet further down the tunnel.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Man....we gonna scare all the chicks away looking like this....

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Well, Sir, this is an unusual planet.  So I'm not surprised at what just happened.

Host MO-Star says:
CSO: Perhaps the CTO and TO could avail themselves of it? ::trying not to laugh out loud::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Laughs.::  OPS: Well put.  Still, it's good to see.  It's been too long since we've had a pure exploratory mission.  I miss them.

CTO_Hazzard says:
MO : That's right....:: taps his commbadge:: *Kabrowski* Ensign, we've had a little umm....accident and need the spare uniforms we packed in our gear.  Come to our location and deliver them, could you?

CSO_Nash says:
MO: Aye Doctor.

Host MO-Star says:
ALL: I need to get back and attend to Rowlings.  There is nothing else I can do here is there?

CTO_Hazzard says:
MO: Not unless you could find a donor to get the CSO a new sense of humor...his old one needs a transplant.

Host MO-Star says:
::chuckles but does not respond, then moves back up the cave::

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Yeah,  And Captain, this may be strange, but I get a sense of self-awareness from the planet itself.  It's almost as if its alive.  And the funny part is I am not a telepath, I was just born and raised on a planet full of them.

OPS_Nash says:
::smiles::

Host MO-Star says:
::walking this time, she is able to catch her breath from the run to Rowlings::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Looks at one of the creatures in the sample case.:: OPS: You mean in the true sense, like the planet itself is aware?

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: Kabrowski arrives with the two spare uniforms...trying hard not to snicker as he turns around and returns to the base camp ::

CTO_Hazzard says:
TO: Man...what do those critters eat....this is foul!

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  That is what I am saying but of course I can be wrong.  It could be hormones too that is doing the sensing and all.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: So Kabrowski....triple his scheduled amount of training simulations?  ::Takes the uniform and begins to remove the rest of her soiled clothing.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: turns around quickly.....looking up at the ceiling and wall in front of him....:: TO: umm sure...sounds good to me.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: It could be, but there are things out in the expanses of space we've yet to encounter.  Have Doctor Star check you out, if she finds nothing then we will have to figure a way to investigate this further.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves off to investigate the water source.::

Host MO-Star says:
::walking over to Rowlings, she kneels beside him and begins healing the broken arm::

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  I don't want to burden her with something trivial when she has real wounded to tend to.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: You gonna change or not....it's not like we are 5 any more you ain't got nothing I ain't never seen before....and it's not like we aren't wearing anything underneath ::shakes her head, Men !::

Host MO-Star says:
Security:  Thank you for your help.  The Captain needs you now.  ::security always made her nervous::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Arrives at the water source.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: scowls as he hands her the photon lamp and sets his Phaser down.  TO: Pardon me for tryin' to be a gentleman.  :: grumbles as he takes off his uniform and starts to put his clean one on. ::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: And I don't want to ignore something one of my trusted staff if you sense something.  Nor do I want to find out that it was just something out of whack throwing you off.  When she finishes with Rowlings, have her check you out.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: It's alright...::grins:: people often mistake me for a lady ::grins with the heavy sarcasm on the last word::

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::walks over to the MO::

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: I have just arrived at the water source. It is an underground river. :: Scoops some up to test, and spits it back out.:: It's clean and pure and warm enough for anyone who wants to swim in it.

Host MO-Star says:
::sets up the generator with Rowlings arm propped under it::  Rowlings:  Be still, this will take about an hour.  Then be very careful using it.

CTO_Hazzard says:
:: finishes getting dressed and takes back the lamp and the Phaser. TO: I'll keep that in mind. ::taps his commbadge:: *CO* Sir, we're ready to proceed deeper into the cave.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Wonders how he came from being like her to being the one who had to put his paw down.::  *CSO*: Warm?  Inside a cavern?  Any thermal sources about that could explain that?

Rowlings says:
MO: Thank you ma'am, I will.

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: Scanning for it now.

Host MO-Star says:
::Nods at Rowlings::  Rowlings:  Just make sure you do, or I will ask the CO to send you back to the ship.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CTO*: Negative, bring it back.  The team will be back with the shuttle soon, and we'll all head down together.  *CSO*:  OK, then come back to the opening.  When Commander Worthington returns I want to start the survey officially.

OPS_Nash says:
MO:  Doctor, when you have a moment, the Captain wants you to check to see if I am all right.  I'm sensing a self awareness from the planet itself but I am not a telepath, just raised on Betazed.   I think I am sensing these things due to my body's constant changing hormones.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: At least most of the team didn't get to see us all mucked up....

CSO_Nash says:
*CO*: The source is thermal captain. Aye, sir heading back now. :: Heads back toward the entrance.::

Host MO-Star says:
OPS:  Yes Ma'am... just sit down here while I scan you with the medical Tricorder.  I may need a sample of your blood, is that ok?

OPS_Nash says:
::sits down::  MO:  Sure.

CTO_Hazzard says:
*CO* Aye, sir.  Heading back now. :: starts to make his way back to the camp site.:: TO: True.. And with all things considered...I would rather get dirty and smelly than have to deal with most of the things that happens to us.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Arrives back with the others.:: 

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Yep could've been a lot worse.

CTO_Hazzard says:
TO: I meant that at least everyone is alive to laugh at our mistakes...my pride can be wounded all it wants...I just don't want to write to  anyone’s parents just yet.

Host MO-Star says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

